What is the Research Commons?

- Ohio State’s hub for collaborative and interdisciplinary research that is both expertise and technology enabled
- A place of connection – connecting researchers to each other and to services that support and enable research
- Built around services for researchers – workshops, referrals, consultations, and a space to showcase research output
- A place for interdisciplinary collaboration – focused around Data Management, Digital Humanities, and Geographic Information Systems

How Can the Research Commons Help You?

Website
- Visit library.osu.edu/researchcommons to connect with research support experts in the Libraries and across campus
- Explore the many services and resources available to researchers at Ohio State

Workshops
- Participate in educational and training opportunities related to all phases of the research lifecycle – planning, conducting, publishing, and increasing impact
- See the full schedule and register to attend at library.osu.edu/researchcommons/events-schedule

Our Partners
- Copyright Resources Center
- Data Management Services
- Digital Content Services
- Office of Distance Education and eLearning
- Office of Research
- Office of Responsible Research Practices
- Technology Commercialization Office
- Undergraduate Research Office
- Writing Center